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Abstract—Wireless sensor networks (WSNs) consist of sensor nodes, which act as source and link nodes through which the data forward to sink node. However, the nodes in network have limited computation complexity, transmission capability and restricted battery life. Several routing protocols are available to improve the performance of network but very few concentrates on security issues. The performance of routing and security protocol in WSN affect due to unreliable low power links, insecure communication, threats, and resource limitations which limits the design of an efficient routing and security algorithm in wireless sensor networks. In this paper, we propose a secure energy efficient routing protocol with effective data collection and key management in dynamic WSN. The routing protocol prolongs network lifetime and minimizes energy consumption. The routing protocol implement with A* algorithm and security improve with EECLDSA (Enhanced Elliptic Curve Logic Discrete Algorithm). The combined Secure Energy Efficient Network Priority Routing (SEENPR) apply for effective data collection and key management in WSNs. SEENPR uses k-means algorithm to improve cluster head (CH) selection using Euclidean distance. The SEENPR implement in testbed to evaluate performance with respect to security and key management.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Wireless Sensor technology plays a vital role in industrial automation processes, surveillance and various real time applications. Thus, Wireless sensor networks (WSN) generates a growing interest in industrial and research perspectives. In general, WSN consists of a collaboration of sensor nodes with high computation, distributed sensing and effective communication in a secured way. WSN networking enables communication between two remote nodes and shares information about surrounding environment with an objective of collecting and routing information through link nodes to base station (BS). In WSN, nodes organize in cluster form to gather data from sensor nodes in its cluster. The cluster head then transmits data to adjacent cluster head node, to be delivered to sink [1]. In addition, sensor nodes relay information received from neighbor nodes and transmits data to sink node following some routing decisions. Thereby, sensor nodes act as data originators and data routers. Unreliable data, power links and resource limitations place a constraint in designing an efficient routing algorithm for wireless networks [2]. Hence, optimum care needs to be taken in designing routing protocol, which reduces computation complexity, resource utilization and data loss. Hence, Multi path routing is devised to improve throughput and reliability of data transmitted in network.

Routing procedures depend on design objectives and differ among various applications of WSN. WSN nodes have constriction with respect to energy, computation complexity and memory. Routing protocols were designed to enhance energy efficiency with minimal sacrifice to network parameters such as throughput, end-to-end delay [3]. Energy is a crucial factor which determines network lifetime in WSN. Many routing protocol focuses on energy reduction and lifetime maximization of the network [4]. Proper protocol selection is a key in minimizing unnecessary energy consumption in the network and to make secure data transmissions from the sensor nodes to the base station.

The Architecture of WSN is shown in figure 1. In the wireless sensor network, each sensor node possesses a sensing element, an ADC converter, processing unit, transceiver unit and power unit. Energy expenditure is distributed over various operations such as message reception, message transmission and idle listening [5]. Hence, the designed protocol should consider the energy levels of active nodes or a successful way of utilizing the energy of sensor nodes in the network. Most of the sensor nodes are battery operated and have limited lifetime. Prolonging the lifetime of the sensor nodes is highly crucial. Moreover, sensor nodes may be in hostile environments where replacement of failed nodes is a big task. Therefore, routing protocol has to be designed with an idea of extending the lifetime of the network and energy saving. In the proposed method, the sensor nodes are gathered to form clusters. The data from each node is encrypted with EECLDSA and K-means clustering algorithm. The cluster head is elected for each cluster with K-means clustering algorithm, which considers distance between nodes in cluster. The keys are generated by EECLDSA algorithm to encrypt data flowing between nodes in network clusters.
The paper is organized as follows, Section 2 reviews about the related works. Section 3 describes the problem statement. Section 4 illustrates the proposed method, which also presents network model and radio energy dissipation model. Section 5 depicted the proposed algorithm, simulation and hardware setup. Comparison results with existing methods are graphically represented in section 6 and concluded the paper in section 7.

II. RELATED WORKS

The transmission power level and size of data packet are factors, which influence life time of network [6]. The reduction in packet size transmission minimizes bit error rate and minimizes number of retransmissions in network there by improving network lifetime. Fragmenting the packet size into several packets increases energy dissipation However a tradeoff exist between size of data packet and energy efficiency. When transmission power level increases, the probability of packet loss decreases. Hence, appropriate selection of packet size and transmitting power overcomes the difficulty in optimization and increases network lifetime. WSN link layer with Mica2 nodes energy dissipation features is used in design of Mixed Integer Programming (MIP) system to optimize transmission power level and packet size. The lifetime of network in wireless sensor networks reduces due to communication load and overhead in sensor nodes [7]. Furthermore, the lifetime of network improves with appropriate Topology implementation in Cluster based WSN. The hierarchical design conserves energy in WSN in which node with more residual energy accumulates and route the data. Many of the nodes work on two-layer hierarchy but only few work with three-layer hierarchy. The semi-distributed clustering technique combines central gridding and distributed clustering to select upper –level and lower-level cluster head (CH) respectively. The lifetime of WSN depends on sensor node’s operation with respect to communication range, computation complexity and size of data transmission [8]. Clustering approach improves network lifetime and energy efficiency [9]. A fuzzy based energy-aware clustering approach carried was used to carry out cooperative communication to overcome the issue of energy consumption. In cooperative communication, selection of cluster head is based on SNR, residual energy, trust and load. Intra-cluster routing uses network coding based on probabilistic routing system.

Energy efficiency compressive sensing based clustering algorithm (EECSR) was proposed by [10]. It possesses the merits of clustering and compressive sensing protocols.
existing method such as PEGASIS, LEACH, DSR and OD-PRRP were compared in terms of delay, bit error rate, energy consumption and throughput.

III. PROBLEM STATEMENT
In WSN, lifetime of network determine by total energy consumed by nodes. Therefore, nodes are grouped into clusters, in which CHs collect the data. Security is one of the most important issues in WSN. Security is mostly used feature, which incorporates the features of authentication, integrity, privacy, nonrepudiation and anti – playback which is important in hospital wireless data management system. The proposed method EECLDSA algorithm applies for security purpose in cluster head.

IV. PROPOSED METHODOLOGY & RESULTS
The flow chart of Secure Energy Efficient Clustering Protocol is shown in Figure 2. Several clusters are formed and then a cluster head (CH) is assigned for each cluster. Nodes in the network are grouped into clusters by calculating distance of each node from centroid position of cluster head. EECLDSA algorithm is applied to each cluster head for security. Each time a key is generated for each cluster and the data is transmitted from one CH to other CH and then it is forwarded to the base station till it reaches the sink. The objective of the proposed approach is
1. To design Secure Energy Efficient Clustering protocol using K-means and EECLDSA Key management protocol.
2. To reduce energy consumption and end-to-end delay in network.

4.1. Network Model With Radio Energy Dissipation Model
WSN comprises lower number of high-end nodes and large number of low-end nodes, which act as CH and sensor nodes respectively. CH performs more computation than the sensor nodes with limited capability. The static base station receives data from cluster heads and aggregates them. Sensor node transmits the sensed data to CH, which accumulates the received data and forwards it to BS using EECLDSA algorithm. Every sensor nodes is identified by a unique ID and key, which will get updated for each transmission using key management technique.

V. SEENPR – LEACH WITH SECURE KEY MANAGEMENT USING EECLDSA
The SEENPR involves two algorithms such as K-means Clustering algorithm and EECLDSA. K-means Clustering algorithm is used to select CH for each cluster based on distance from the origin whereas EECLDSA helps in key generation for each cluster to ensure security of the network and for key updating for each transaction of data.

5.1. k-means clustering algorithm
According to K-means clustering algorithm, Clusters rely on selection of initial cluster centroids. The clustering algorithm classifies data set as K number of disjoint clusters. This clustering algorithm comprises of two separate stages. The initial stage is to describe K centroid and then second stage is to take every point belonging to a given node and links to adjacent centroid node. The distance is calculated between nodes by Euclidean distance formula. Data elements having fewer distances to centroids are moved to suitable cluster. The Euclidean distance is calculated as follows,
5.2. key management with eecldsa algorithm

Secure key management is ensured by EECLDSA algorithm. The security key is generated and maintained between the nodes throughout the lifetime of wireless sensor network. Data authentication, integrity, digital signature involves the use of key to transmit data in a secured way.

Each CH carries out EECLDSA algorithm. The CH sends request, which comprises of key and CH node ID. BS validates ID received from all CHs with the database to avoid any fraudulent user. CH always stores a database of its ID and centroid distance of every sensor network. A key generated for each transaction and it will get updated each time a data crosses one CH to other and the change in the node status will be updated to BS.

It is essential to generate a public key Q and it entirely depends on the trust value generated at the initial stage i.e. Q=K to authenticate the system. An important rule is that Q should lie on the elliptical curve. If Q is found invalid then the node will be skipped or it goes for another check. Where m represents maximum number of bits in public key Q. XOR operation is performed between the bits m and k, using SHA-1 a 160 bit hash function. Convolution operation carried out to generate a private key, s to restrict unauthorized access if the key doesn’t match with the public key.

**Algorithm: 2 EECLDSA**

**Step 1:** Node 'A' generates parameters from elliptic curves.

**Step 2:** Node 'A' uses elliptic curve parameter to produce cipher text with division polynomial multiplication as below.

**Encryp t()**

```java
plaintext = document.getElementById("p").value.toLowerCase().replace(/[^a-z]/g, "");
k = document.getElementById("k").value.toLowerCase().replace(/[^0-9]/g, "");
keys = k.split(" ");
// do some error checking
if(plaintext.length < 1){ alert("please enter some plaintext (letters and numbers only)"); return; }
if(plaintext.length % 2 == 1){ plaintext = plaintext + "x"; }
if(keys.length != 4){ alert("key should consist of 4 integers"); return; }
for(i=0;i<4;i++) keys[i] = keys[i]%26;
ciphertext="";
for(i=0; i<plaintext.length; i+=2){
    ciphertext += String.fromCharCode((keys[0]*(plaintext.charCodeAt(i) - 97))%26 + 97)
                      + String.fromCharCode((keys[1]*(plaintext.charCodeAt(i+1) - 97))%26 + 97);
}
document.getElementById("c").value = ciphertext;
```

**Step 3:** The encoded message decode with inverse elliptic curve parameter as below

**Decrypt**

```java
plaintext = document.getElementById("p").value.toLowerCase().replace(/[^a-z]/g, "");
k = document.getElementById("k").value.toLowerCase().replace(/[^0-9]/g, "");
keys = k.split(" ");
// do some error checking
if(ciphertext.length < 1){ alert("please enter some ciphertext (letters only, numbers should be spelled)"); return; }
if(ciphertext.length % 2 == 1){ alert("ciphertext is not divisible by 2 (wrong algorithm?)"); return; }
if(keys.length != 4){ alert("key should consist of 4 integers"); return; }
for(i=0;i<4;i++) keys[i] = keys[i]%26;
// calc inv matrix
det = keys[0]*keys[3] - keys[1]*keys[2];
det = ((det%26)+26)%26;
di=0;
for(i=0;i<26;i++){
```

```java
```
if((det*i)%26 == 1) di = i; }
if(di == 0){alert("could not invert, try different key");
return; }
ikeys = new Array(4);
ikeys[0] = (di*keys[3])%26; ikeys[1] =
(-1*di*keys[1])%26;
for(i=0;i<4;i++)
{ikeys[i] += 26; }
plaintext="";
for(i=0;i<ciphertext.length;i+=2){
plaintext += String.fromCharCode((ikeys[0]*(ciphertext.charCodeAt(i)
- 97) + ikeys[1]*(ciphertext.charCodeAt(i+1)
- 97))%26 + 97);
plaintext += String.fromCharCode((ikeys[2]*(ciphertext.charCodeAt(i)
- 97) + ikeys[3]*(ciphertext.charCodeAt(i+1)
- 97))%26 + 97);
}
document.getElementById("p").value = plaintext;
}

5.3. hardware setup

The Secure Energy Efficient Network Priority Routing (SEENPR) Algorithm, which comprises of Enhanced Elliptic Curve Logic Discrete Algorithm implement in hardware to evaluate algorithm performance in testbed. The test bed is implemented with PIC16F877A microcontroller and Tarang wireless transceiver module. The module is built with 8-bit microcontroller, 9V battery and Tarang transreceiver. PIC microcontroller has 2k words of program memory and 128 bytes of RAM. PIC 16F877a has a maximum operating frequency of 20 MHz to drive the microcontroller and to produce clock pulses which in turn is connected to the tarang transreceiver through a Max232 level converter. Max232 makes TTL logic CMOS compatible for tarang module. Tarang modules are designed with low to medium transmit power for wireless networks with high reliability. Modules need less power to deliver the data efficiently between devices. The interfaces between modules are applicable in several industrial applications. The modules work within ISM 2.4-2.4835 GHz frequency band with IEEE 802.15.4 baseband.

VI. TESTBED PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS

6.1. Energy consumption

Energy Consumption of node is the total energy utilized for data transmission and node operation. The total energy utilization is related to aggregate number of packets delivered in WSN. The energy consumption for SEENPR algorithm in network is low compared to other algorithm such as reputation-based trust management framework (RFSN), dynamic trust management system (DTMS) an Efficient and Secure Routing Protocol (ESRPSCD). The energy consumption in the network was measured for different number of nodes in network. Figure 3 shows the proposed algorithm consumes less energy than existing methods. The energy consumption was measured by increasing the number of nodes in the network. The network evaluate for energy consumption with 5 nodes. The energy consumption of network was 35 joules whereas the network operating under RFSN, DTMS and ESRPSCD consumed 30, 28 and 25 joules respectively.

In RFSN, DTMS and ESRPSCD algorithms, the energy level decreases when the time taken to transmit a packet decreases. But in A*SEENPR algorithm, the energy level increases when the time taken to transmit a packet decreases.

![Figure 3: Energy Level for A*SEENPR algorithm Vs RFSN, DTMS and ESRPSCD algorithms](image_url)

6.2. End To End Delay

Delay is the total time taken for transmission of data packets and it is a crucial factor in WSN. Delay may be caused due to transmission delay, queuing delay, propagation delay and processing delay. From the clustering technique, all the packets were easily transmitted to their respective cluster head within short period. It is confirmed that the SEENPR has minimum end to end delay when compared to existing approach as shown in figure 4. The delay is reduced in SEENPR algorithm as it transmits data to destination node based on Euclidean distance instead of transmitting the data via adjacent nodes in other algorithm. The SEENPR algorithm generates maximum delay of 20 ms but the existing protocols like RFSN, ESRPSCD and DTMS generates delay about 32, 80 and 90 ms delay in the WSN respectively. The delay measure for different number of nodes as shown in figure 4. The delay calculates with

\[
delay[i] = receiving\ time[i] – sending\ time[i]
\]

Total Delay = Total Delay + delay[i]

Average Delay = Total Delay / count

Where,

\[
i = packet\ sequence\ number\ count = Total\ packet\ count
\]

![Figure 4: End-To-End Delay for A*SEENPR algorithm Vs DTMS, RFSN and ESRPSCD algorithms](image_url)
6.3 Packet Delivery Ratio

PDR is well-defined as the ratio of successfully delivered data packets to destinations. The packet delivery ratio estimates with

\[ \text{Packet delivery ratio} = \frac{\text{received packets}}{\text{generated packets}} \times 100 \]  

Figure 5 shows the packet delivery ratio for DTMS, RFSN and ESRPDC algorithms compared to A\(^{*}\)SEENPR algorithm. SEENPR algorithm achieves a packet delivery ratio of 9.8% whereas the existing algorithms like RFSN, DTMS, ESRPDC achieve around 8% of the delivery ratio. In this technique, huge number of packets was received, which is used to achieve maximum throughput. So, it has a highest packet delivery ratio than existing methods.

![Figure 5: Packet Delivery Ratio for A\(^{*}\)SEENPR algorithm Vs DTMS, RFSN and ESRPDC algorithms](image)

6.4 Packet Loss Ratio

Packet loss is the failure of one or more transmitted packets to arrive at their destination. Packet loss minimizes the Packet Delivery Ratio. Packet loss causes due to number of factors including signal degradation over the network medium and multi-path fading. Figure 6 shows Packet Loss Ratio for RFSN, DTMS and ESRPDC algorithms compared to A\(^{*}\)SEENPR algorithm. SEENPR algorithm achieves 8% of packet loss ratio but existing techniques such as RFSN, ESRPDC and DTMS achieve 9.5%, 10% and 11% packet loss ratio. In RFSN, DTMS and ESRPDC algorithms, the packet loss ratio increases with respect to packet size in network. However, in A\(^{*}\)SEENPR algorithm, the packet loss ratio decreases marginally with respect to data packets in network.

![Figure 6: Packet Loss Ratio for A\(^{*}\)SEENPR algorithm Vs RFSN, ESRPDC and DTMS algorithms](image)

6.5 Throughput

Network throughput, a performance metric, is used to measure the number of packets per second received at the destination. Throughput measures the effectiveness of a protocol which is often of great concern for researchers in measuring maximum data throughput in bits per second of a link. Throughput is intended as average rate of successful messages delivered over the network. The throughput increases since, the packet loss in network is minimized due to clustering of nodes in network. In cluster all the nodes wait for the cluster head request signal to transmit data. Hence, the data collision and packet loss among nodes in cluster is eliminated resulting in increased throughput. The throughput calculates with

\[ \text{Throughput} = \frac{\text{received data}}{\text{Data Transmission Period}} \]  

Figure 7 shows throughput for RFSN, DTMS and ESRPSC algorithms compared to A\(^{*}\)SEENPR algorithm. From Figure 7, the SEENPR algorithm achieves maximum throughput of 1900 kbps when time taken to transmit a packet increases. But in RFSN, DTMS and ESRPDC throughput is 1800, 1600 and 1500 kbps. In RFSN, DTMS and ESRPDC algorithms, the throughput decreases as the number of transmitted packets increase. But in A\(^{*}\)SEENPR algorithm, the throughput increases with respect to packet size.

![Figure 7: Throughput for A\(^{*}\)SEENPR algorithm Vs RFSN, DTMS and ESRPDC algorithms](image)

6.6 Computation Overhead

The amalgamation of excess or indirect computation time is known as Computation Overhead. This includes memory and bandwidth of networks. It is the main problem of heterogeneous network. The A\(^{*}\)SEENPR offers low computation overhead than existing methods. The computation overhead is minimized since; the computations are performed by cluster head instead of all the nodes in network. The overhead calculates with

\[ \text{Routing Overhead} = \frac{\text{Routing Packets Count}}{} \]  

Figure 8 shows the Overhead for DTMS, RFSN and ESRPDC algorithms compared to A\(^{*}\)SEENPR algorithm. In SEENPR algorithm, the overhead is about 0.85 kb. The same overhead is achieved in DTMS also but in RFSN and ESRPDC, overhead is only 0.6 kb. In DTMS, RFSN and ESRPDC algorithms, the overhead is low compared to other algorithm. The overhead increase in network during data transmission.
The proposed SEENPR protocol is compared with existing protocol such as RFSN, DTMS and ESRPSDC as shown above in the graphical representation.

Table 1 shows the performance comparison of proposed A*SEENPR with RFSN, DTMS and ESRPSDC with respect to parameter such as delay, energy consumption, throughput, PDR and overhead. Similarly, the algorithm implement for different number of nodes for performance evaluation is shown in Table 2.

Table 1. State-of-Art Performance Comparison.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>S. No</th>
<th>Parameters</th>
<th>RFSN</th>
<th>ESRPSDC</th>
<th>DTMS</th>
<th>A*SEENPR (Proposed)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Delay (ms)</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>90</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Energy consumption (%)</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Throughput (Mbps)</td>
<td>1800</td>
<td>1500</td>
<td>1600</td>
<td>1900</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Packet Delivery Ratio (%)</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>7.5</td>
<td>9.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Energy Consumption (%)</td>
<td>5.3</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Compression Overhead (%)</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.6</td>
<td>0.83</td>
<td>0.85</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2: EECLDSA performance comparison.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>100</td>
<td>Delay (ms)</td>
<td>462</td>
<td>952</td>
<td>1038</td>
<td>325</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Energy consumption (J)</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>67</td>
<td>73</td>
<td>94</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Throughput (kbps)</td>
<td>4238</td>
<td>3958</td>
<td>4135</td>
<td>4452</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Packet Delivery Ratio (%)</td>
<td>75</td>
<td>78</td>
<td>82</td>
<td>95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>200</td>
<td>Delay (ms)</td>
<td>752</td>
<td>1184</td>
<td>1388</td>
<td>579</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Energy consumption (J)</td>
<td>157</td>
<td>132</td>
<td>165</td>
<td>188</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Throughput (kbps)</td>
<td>8135</td>
<td>7254</td>
<td>8267</td>
<td>7515</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Packet Delivery Ratio (%)</td>
<td>142</td>
<td>164</td>
<td>168</td>
<td>184</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

VII. CONCLUSION

The study presents a A*SEENPR algorithm with secure key management using Enhance Elliptic Curve Logic Discrete Secure Algorithm. The algorithm performance was evaluated via testbed implementation and network parameters such as energy consumption, end to end delay, packet delivery ratio, packet loss ratio, overhead and throughput were compared with the existing techniques such as DTMS, RFSN and ESRPSDC. The algorithm minimizes overhead and increase throughput in network. The finding shows overhead of A*SEENPR algorithm was low compared to other existing techniques and throughput of network has increased compared to other algorithms.
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